
MOPAC 2023 - 2024

Let's protect 
London's vulnerable
communities who 
are being targeted by
Extreme Right-Wing
(ERW) activists.

PROJECT

VULNERABLE
SUPPORT
CHAMPIONS

This project will up skill training attendees to be able to explain
how extremists actively seek to recruit people from their
community and develop a localised support network so no
matter where anyone lives in London, they can reach out to
local support, from people within this community.

38% of the people we
supported to leave the
Extreme Right-Wing over
the last 3 years indentified
themselves as autistic.

This training seeks to
educate support workers
who engage with vulnerable
individuals (not only autism
but also homelessness).

0800 999 1945ask@exithate.org 71-75 Shelton Street, 
London WC2H 9JQ

https://www.london.gov.uk/programmes-strategies/mayors-office-policing-and-crime-mopac
https://exithate.org/index.html
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VULNERABLE SUPPORT
CHAMPIONS SYNOPSIS

0800 999 1945ask@exithate.org 71-75 Shelton Street, 
London WC2H 9JQ

Project Description

This project will up skill training attendees to
be able to explain how extremists actively
seek to recruit people from their community
and develop a localised support network so
no matter where anyone lives in London,
they can reach out to local support, from
people within this community.

Workshop details

Duration and capacity
1 or 2 hours face to face session, 
min/max 15-50 attendees

Where? 
Support centres for Neurodiverse/
Homeless/ individuals susceptible to
Extreme Right Wing, as well as Community
centres, places of work.

Who?
Supportive staff and community activists,
age 16+.

When?
Sessions can be delivered between
September 2023 and January 2024.

Introduction to workshop facilitator. All
facilitators are either former Extreme
Right Wing (ERW) activists or mentors
who currently engage with people to
leave ERW extremism. 

Awareness raising of local ERW activism.

The impact of ERW activism on those
involved and their families.

Guidance on how to spot the signs that
an individual is being radicalised.

Guidance & information on how and
when to seek help from the authorities/
other support agencies.

How to deconstruct and discredit false
narratives and negative stereotypes.

How to have difficult conversations that
challenge extremist messaging whilst
avoiding confrontation.

A call to action for participants to develop
their skills and network.

 Development of a bespoke online
vulnerable support worker hub.

Workshops will include

https://exithate.org/index.html
https://www.london.gov.uk/programmes-strategies/mayors-office-policing-and-crime-mopac

